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University of Washington 
Faculty Council on Faculty Affairs 

March 15th, 2016 
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 

Gerberding 26 
 
 
Meeting synopsis: 
 
1. Call to order  
2. Review of the minutes from March 1st, 2016  
3. Announcements 
4. Mentoring discussion 
5. Lecturer Discussion 
6. Good of the order 
7. Adjourn  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1) Call to order  
 
Watts called the meeting to order at 11:00 a.m.  
 
2) Review of the minutes from March 1st, 2016  
 
The minutes from March 1st, 2016 were approved as written.  
 
3) Announcements 
 

Class A Legislation on faculty salary policy  
 
Watts noted Class A legislation on the proposed faculty salary policy was voted on as part of its second 
consideration in the most recent faculty senate meeting. He explained both versions of the legislation 
(original & president’s amended version) were voted down due to two substantive concerns. Watts 
noted the two main concerns were: 
 

1) Lack of ability for schools/colleges to opt out of proposed “tier system.” 
2) Need for a clarification (in code language) to enable Variable Adjustments may be used to 

reward performance on a continuing basis.  
 

Watts noted a review by the UW division of the Attorney General’s Office is responsible for turning up 
the second concern. He explained the Class A legislation was voted down by the senate largely under an 
expectation that it would be revised to correct the above-noted concerns, and reintroduced to the 
senate before the end of the 2015-2016 academic year. He explained himself and faculty members Jack 
Lee and Paul Hopkins are currently working on a revised version of the policy to this end, which will be 
sent to the Senate Executive Committee (SEC) for review in their April 4th meeting. He noted he would 
like members of the FCFA to review the revised proposal once it is completed.  
 
  Class A Legislation concerning Conflict of Interest  
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Watts noted the Class A legislation on Conflict of Interest also underwent its second consideration in the 
faculty senate and was approved. The legislation will now be sent electronically to all UW voting faculty 
for a final vote. Watts explained amendments to the legislation from the President’s office were 
substantive, including a condition that language from a past Class C resolution (approved in 1992) 
concerning conflict of interest, formerly included in section 24-33 as a footnote, be converted into code 
as part of the legislation. This change was debated, but ultimately accepted by the faculty senate. The 
rationale from the President’s Office for this change is listed as part of the office’s amendments to the 
legislation, and is as follows: “we’re concerned about leaving out most of the text from the 24-33 
footnote and adding to 24-50 only the footnote’s operative language. Part of that concern is the risk of 
unanticipated consequences if language that has existed in the Faculty Code for nearly 25 years is 
eliminated prior to issuance of the new Executive Order on relationship policy.” 
 
After some discussion, the council questioned ways to improve the process wherein the President 
provides input and offers amendments to legislation, the aim being that this be done before the 
legislation is within its second consideration. A member suggested drafting a letter from the council to 
be sent to the President’s Office outlining suggestions for working more efficiently together in the 
future. It was noted if such a letter is drafted, it should be reviewed by the FCFA before being sent.  
 
Watts explained he is attending an upcoming meeting of the UW chapter of the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) to discuss lecturer issues and receive input from members of that body on 
the topic.  
 
Watts noted he met a “Professor of Practice” working within the UW College of Arts & Sciences.  
 
4) Mentoring discussion 
 

Watts explained Eric Stern (vice Chair for Academic Affairs, Department of Radiology) has submitted 

draft amendments to the faculty code adding language on mentoring. Watts read some written remarks 

from Stern pertaining to his vision for what this legislation will accomplish, one aspect being a desire 

that mentorship be incorporated as a “fourth pillar” for review during faculty evaluations (along with 

service, teaching, and research).  

 

After some brief discussion, some council members explained mentorship is already included within 

“service” during evaluations. Buck explained he would favor an approach that defined mentoring as part 

of teaching, though not adding it as a fourth pillar. Other council members agreed and many expressed 

that mentoring should not be included as a new pillar for faculty evaluations.  

 

Killien noted that given the conversation of the council, perhaps encouragement for mentoring should 

be from schools, colleges, and campuses, and not from within the faculty code. Several members 

agreed. Killien noted Stern should be informed that this effort can be facilitated by the Faculty Senate 

Office.  

 

5) Lecturer Discussion 
 

Killien opened the conversation by encouraging the council to address two aspects of lecturer issues 

separately from each other - promotability and voting rights. She explained promotability is clean-cut 
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and easier to manage, whereas voting rights discussions often have objections (e.g. in some schools and 

colleges, lecturers outnumber other faculty). She asked if there was any desire in the council to attempt 

to move Class A legislation on this matter before the end of the academic year.  

 

Watts explained the goal of the council’s work on this topic is to add rights for lecturers to the faculty 

code that don’t exist currently (e.g. promotability), however, he also noted the council seeks to have 

some things enforced for lecturers, such as evaluation of teaching. Vaughn agreed with Killien and noted 

promotion issues are in a sense separate from the other issues. She noted granting voting status to a 

greater swathe of faculty during the ongoing union drive may be difficult, as it may also affect those who 

are able to vote for or against unionization.  

 

Taricani explained at the regional institutions, part-time faculty had the ability to vote on the union 

drive. She noted it is her impression that changes to voting faculty would not necessarily manifest in 

changes to who can vote in the union drive.  

 

Landis expressed that Class A legislation on lecturer issues, at this point, would be premature, given that 

the council is still becoming educated on the issues, and new information is arising often. It was noted 

the faculty code does not make a distinction between part-time and full-time lecturers, currently. 

 

Buck explained he would like to extract all passages of the faculty code which include any 

language/information related to lecturers for council review, so nothing is missed. Watts noted this to 

be a good idea.  

 

Watts noted non-competitively hired lecturers make up the bulk of the concerns, as they are sometimes 

transitioned to other positions without an appropriate underlying process. There was a desire the 

council receive data on the amount of non-competitively hired lecturers at the UW currently.  

 

The council continued work on its lecturer matrix (Exhibit 1).  Buck noted he does not see a reason to 

distinguish between part-time and full-time lecturers in context of the council’s work. In response, it was 

noted that part-time and full-time lecturers should not be treated equivalently in terms of promotion, as 

this seems unfair.  

 

Watts noted UW administration has stated that non-competitively hired lecturers are meant to be used 

in emergency fillings.  

 

Buck noted the categories of faculty in the lecturer matrix should be further discussed and possibly 

revised before work proceeds, and noted he would develop his own list of categories to aid this effort.  

 

It was noted column F (less than 50%) is a complicated category to fill out, as some lecturers who fall 

into that column do provide service to the university for many years. A member explained there are 

individuals contributing to the university within this class of faculty.  

 

Vaughn noted the law school has professional staff who have law degrees, provide significant 

administrative support, and also teach a class intermittently. A question was asked if this is something 
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units should be doing. Watts expressed the practice may be okay as long as the instructing professional 

staff are reviewed by someone with a professional career in teaching.  

 

Watts noted work on the lecturer matrix would continue in a future meeting.  

 

6) Good of the order 
 
It was noted Watts and Vaughn are to draft a letter to the President’s Office. Buck will evaluate the 
faculty code for any language on lecturers, and also consider additional or altered categories of lecturers 
for use in the lecturer matrix.  
 
7) Adjourn  
 

Watts adjourned the meeting at 12:30 p.m.  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Minutes by Joey Burgess, jmbg@uw.edu, council support analyst  

 

Present: Faculty: Margaret Adam, Steve Buck, David Goldstein, Kurt Johnson, Carol 

Landis, Chandan Reddy, Lea Vaughn, Gordon Watts (chair) 

   Ex-officio representatives: Judith Henchy, Freddy Mora, JoAnne Taricani 

   Guests: Marcia Killien 

 

 

Absent:   Faculty: Alissa Ackerman, Joseph Janes, Aaron Katz 

President’s designee: Cheryl Cameron 

   Ex-officio representatives: Julian Rees  

 

 

Exhibits 

Exhibit 1 – Copy of 2016-03-10 - Lecturer Matrix 



Right/Priv/Responsibility Full Time > 50% Part Time

Rank: Lecturer Y Y

Rank: Senior Lecturer Y Y

Rank: Principal Lecturer Y Y

Eligible for promotion to next rank Y Y (timing)

Can be transitioned from part-time to full-time N/A

Tier Eligible Y

Annual Appointments

Multi Year Appointments

Frequencey of Peer Review of Teaching

Frequencey of Student Evaluations Required

Frequencey of Collegial Review

Yearly "chair" planning conference

Yearly Activity Report

Reappointment by committee (24-44B)

Time of notification of renewal before end of term

Tenure

Vote in Shared Governance

Vote for hiring of collegues

Vote on department issues

Vote on department ciriculum issues

Terminal Reportment Required?

Exhibit 1



< 50% Part Time 50% Lecture + 50% Admin Quarter-to-Quarter Non-Competivitely Hired

Exhibit 1




